Abstract-Node churn and failures exist as fundamental characteristics in both peer-to-peer (P2P) and sensor networks. Peers in P2P networks are highly dynamic, whereas sensors are not dependable. As such, maintaining the persistence of periodically measured data in a scalable fashion has become a critical challenge in such systems, without the use of centralized servers. To better cope with node dynamics and failures, we propose priority random linear codes (RLCs), as well as their affiliated predistribution protocols, to maintain measurement data in different priorities, such that critical data have a higher opportunity to survive node failures than data of less importance. A salient feature of priority RLCs is the ability to partially recover more important subsets of the original data with higher priorities, when it is not feasible to recover all of them due to node dynamics. We present extensive analytical and experimental results to show the effectiveness of priority RLCs.
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INTRODUCTION
O NE of the most important challenges in fully autonomous networks, including peer-to-peer (P2P) networks and wireless sensor networks, has been the dynamic behavior of peer nodes and sensors. Peers in P2P architectures tend to participate in and depart from ongoing sessions in a highly dynamic fashion, and sensors are widely acknowledged to show strikingly similar dynamics, due to their lack of reliability, or the existence of energyconserving protocols to periodically put sensors to the standby mode.
Nevertheless, in both P2P and sensor networks, periodically measured data are generated on an ongoing basis, which should be preserved for subsequent analysis at a later time. In P2P networks, it is critical for operators to monitor the performance and "health" of live P2P sessions. For example, in live media streaming applications, it is essential to monitor the achieved streaming rate, the number of upstream and downstream peers, the latency to neighboring peers, and resource usage such as bandwidth and CPU load. Similarly, in sensor networks, the task of each sensor is to monitor the environment, with periodic measurements collected for later retrieval.
How do we collect such periodically measured data, which may grow to substantial volumes over time? There are reasons to believe that centralized servers may not be the appropriate answer. In P2P networks, periodic reporting to central logging servers does not scale well to a large number of peers, and may morph into a de facto distributed denial-of-service attack at the logging server. In sensor networks, it may be too costly and unrealistic to periodically maintain routing structures (e.g., aggregation trees) to centralized sinks, again due to frequent sensor failures and energy-conserving measures.
In this paper, we study the challenges involved when no centralized servers exist in autonomous networks, and periodically measured data must be stored within the network itself in a collaborative fashion. This conforms to the P2P mentality, but could be a serious problem when nodes are inherently dynamic and failure prone. The objective of this paper is to propose new coding techniques inside the network, inspired by traditional random linear codes (RLCs) commonly used in network coding, such that data stored in the network can be efficiently recovered.
RLCs, traditionally used in network coding, achieve an "all or nothing" paradigm of decoding. When measured data are segmented as original source blocks, with RLCs, we need as many coded blocks as the original source blocks to decode any useful data. We argue that such a paradigm is not appropriate for either P2P or sensor networks, since node departures and failures may easily render the remainder of coded blocks useless! Having many more coded blocks than source blocks certainly helps, but we would prefer to progress beyond simple overprovisioning of cache storage, especially when cache spaces on nodes are limited.
In this paper, we propose priority RLCs in a generic network model that encompasses both P2P and sensor networks. A salient feature of priority RLCs is the ability to partially recover more important subsets of the original data with higher priorities, when it is not feasible to recover all of them due to node dynamics. In a nutshell, we achieve this by making sure that coded blocks for important data are linear combinations of fewer source blocks, as compared to those for noncritical data. In essence, we assign lower coding rates for important data, such that they can be recovered with fewer coded blocks, and may survive higher percentages of node departures and failures.
In addition to our extensive theoretical analysis of priority RLCs, we also present their affiliated predistribution protocols. Utilizing the fact that each coded block is encoded from a subset of source blocks, our predistribution mechanism ensures that only source blocks in such a subset are delivered to their designated receivers for storage, rather than all source blocks. Furthermore, utilizing the previously known result that each coded block only needs to be the linear combination of Oðln NÞ random chosen source blocks for successful decoding [2] (where N is the total number of source blocks), our predistribution protocol is very efficient.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we describe the network model. In Section 3, we introduce priority RLCs and partial decoding algorithms, with extensive analysis of their properties. In Section 4, we describe the predistribution protocol. Performance evaluation of priority RLCs is in Section 5. We compare our approach with related work in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes this paper.
NETWORK MODEL
In this paper, we consider a generic network model of autonomous networks with unreliable nodes, which encompasses commonly accepted models of both P2P and sensor networks. We consider such a general model to show that priority RLCs can be applied to a wide range of autonomous networks, rather than specific to any particular type.
Our model of an autonomous network consists of a set of nodes and the communication links among them. Each node produces measurement data over time. There does not exist centralized servers at our disposal; instead, all measured data from a particular node must be distributed to other nodes in the network for P2P collaborative storage. We assume that each node only has a limited amount of storage space, and can only store a small fraction of the data generated in the network. At a later time, measured data stored at a random subset of existing nodes will be retrieved for analysis. All nodes in the network may depart or fail unpredictably. We partition the continuously generated measurement data by time slots, where a source block refers to the amount of the data generated in one time slot on a node. Clearly, how many time slots of data can be cached depends on the size of the node cache storage. In particular, the larger the cache storage is, the more time slots of data can be cached, assuming new data replace the oldest data when the cache is full. Without loss of generality, we focus on caching the source blocks produced in one time slot on all nodes.
We assume that N source blocks are produced in one time slot, which are classified to n different priority levels, in descending levels of importance-source blocks in priority level i are more important than those in level j, if i < j. The number of source blocks in priority level i is denoted by a i , where 1 i n. To facilitate later derivation, we introduce b 1 ; b 2 ; . . . ; b n , where b i ¼ P i j¼1 a j , i.e., b i represents the total number of source blocks from priority level 1 to i. In this case, the source blocks in priority level i are indexed as blocks fx j g, where b iÀ1 þ 1 j b i . In general, the methods to segment measurement data to different priority classes are application dependent. Data segmentation may be implemented in a distributed way assuming that nodes can distinguish important observations from unimportant ones in a real time fashion. On the other hand, data segmentation may be determined offline if nodes can judge the importance of data based on locations or historical observations as in some sensor network applications.
To disseminate source blocks and perform decentralized encoding in the network, our protocol uses the characteristic of geometric networks, where each node is identified with a point in a geometric space. Such networks include instances of sensor networks and P2P networks. In particular, the sensors usually know their locations since the collected data are more useful if their generation locations are known. In P2P networks, Distributed Hash Tables (DHT) , e.g., Chord [3] , are widely used to improve the network scalability, where each node has a unique ID in a 1D geometric space. We further assume a geometric routing protocol can route source blocks to a random point in the geometric network such as GPSR [4] in sensor networks, and DHT routing protocols in P2P networks.
In this work, we assume a strict priority model for decoding, such that the data at higher priority levels are strictly more preferable and are decoded before those at lower priority levels. This model describes a wide range of scenarios in practical applications, including multiresolution sensor image dissemination [5] , layered data compression [6] , and any other application that requires sequential decoding based on priority. It is also possible to consider a less stringent priority model, where obtaining a large amount of low priority data may be preferable to obtaining a small amount of high priority data. However, such a model requires the specification of an application-specific utility function over the priority levels. This is outside the scope of this paper and remains an open problem for future research.
PRIORITY RANDOM LINEAR CODES
We introduce the design and performance analysis framework for two distributed priority random linear coding schemes, termed Stacked Linear Codes (SLC) and Progressive Linear Codes (PLC). An important outcome of the proposed analysis is to derive feasibility regions for designing the distribution of coded blocks over different priority levels given certain decoding constraints.
Stacked and Progressive Linear Codes
Both SLC and PLC are based on RLCs, which were used as a distributed implementation for network coding [7] . Given N source blocks x 1 ; x 2 ; . . . ; x N , RLC generates each coded block c i as a linear combinations of all N source blocks in the following form: c i ¼ P N j¼1 i;j x j , where the coding coefficients i;1 ; i;2 ; . . . ; i;N are randomly chosen from a Galois field. Such an encoding process for a coded block essentially constructs a linear equation where the unknown variables are the source blocks, given the coding coefficients i;j and the coded block c i are known. The decoding process of RLC on M coded blocks solves the M linear equations constructed by the encoding process, where M ! N.
The priority coding schemes deviate from RLC in that most coded blocks are not linear combinations of all source blocks, but a subset of source blocks. In SLC, the source blocks are encoded in different levels separately. Thus, the kth set of coded blocks are created by encoding all the source blocks in the kth level, i.e., c i ¼ P bk j¼b kÀ1 þ1 i;j x j , where i;j is a nonzero random number uniformly chosen from a Galois field and c i denotes the coded block. In PLC, the source blocks are encoded progressively in descending priority. In particular, the kth level coded blocks are encoded from source blocks between levels 1 and k, i.e., c i ¼ P bk j¼1 i;j x j . Fig. 1 illustrates these two coding schemes and RLC by simple examples, where the matrix form of the coding coefficients of three coded blocks is shown. Specifically, the figure illustrates the setting where three source blocks belong to two priority levels, where the first one is in level 1 and the second and the third source blocks are in level 2.
Both SLC and PLC enjoy the advantage of allowing partial recovery of a subset of the source blocks, even when the number of accumulated coded blocks is less than the total number of source blocks. In the examples of Fig. 1 , RLC requires at least three coded blocks to decode any useful information. However, for both PLC and SLC, as long as the first coded block is received, the first source block can be decoded.
Furthermore, with SLC, because the source blocks in each level are coded separately, the decoding results of different levels in SLC are independent. With PLC, to decode the source blocks in level k, all the source blocks between levels 1 and k À 1 must be already decoded, or be decoded at the same time. However, we can show that PLC outperforms SLC in terms of the number of required coded blocks to recover the same set of source blocks, as stated in Theorem 1 below.
We first define the corresponding coded blocks at level k of SLC and PLC as the coded blocks that share the same coding coefficients for the source blocks at level k. For example, in Figs. 2a and 2b, the 1 Â 1 submatrix at the top left corner and the 2 Â 2 submatrix at the bottom right corner are identical, leading to corresponding coded blocks. Furthermore, we say that a set of coded blocks C 1 in SLC is corresponding to another set of coded blocks C 2 in PLC, if each coded block in C 1 is corresponding to one coded block in C 2 and vice versa. Then, we have the following theorem. Theorem 1. If SLC can decode the first k priority levels following the strict priority model from a set of coded blocks C 1 , then PLC can at least decode the first k priority levels from C 2 , the corresponding set of C 1 . The reverse is not true.
Proof. We prove the theorem by induction. First, we show the basis is true. When SLC can decode level 1, PLC can also decode level 1, since the corresponding coded blocks in level 1 are identical. Furthermore, the decoding algorithms are also identical for both coding schemes in level 1 as they reduce to RLC. Second, we show the induction step is true. Assume that the statement is true for k, we need to show it is also true for k þ 1. If SLC can decode the first k þ 1 levels, PLC can decode the first k levels by the induction hypothesis. Given the first k levels are both known in SLC and PLC, and the corresponding coded blocks at level k þ 1 have the same coding coefficients for the source blocks in the ðk þ 1Þth level, the linear system induced by the coded blocks in level k þ 1 of SLC and PLC are identical. Therefore, since SLC can decode the source blocks in level k þ 1, PLC can also decode the source blocks in level k þ 1. Hence, PLC can decode the source blocks in the first k þ 1 levels.
We show the reverse is not true by a counter example. Assume there are two source blocks such that the first source block belongs to level 1 and the second belongs to level 2. The coded blocks in level 2 of PLC are the linear combination of both source blocks. Hence, PLC can decode all source blocks with high probability, when receiving two linearly independent coded blocks in level 2. However, SLC cannot decode the first source block with two corresponding coded blocks in level 2.
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The implication of Theorem 1 is clear when noting that, given the same set of source blocks and a set of coded blocks C 1 encoded by SLC, PLC can encode the corresponding coded blocks C 2 of C 1 by choosing the same coding coefficients for the kth level source blocks inside the kth level coded blocks. This can be achieved by using the same random seed. Similarly, SLC can also encode C 1 corresponding to C 2 encoded by PLC.
Partial Decoding Algorithms
Next, we describe decoding algorithms that can be used to partially decode source blocks from a set of coded blocks accumulated in a data collecting server. For SLC, the partial decoding algorithm is essentially the decoding algorithm of RLC for the coded blocks in each level. Once the accumulated coded blocks in a level are sufficient to decode all the source blocks in this level, they are decoded despite the source blocks in other levels may not be decoded.
For PLC, we use Gauss-Jordan elimination rather than usual Gaussian elimination since it is unable to partially solve an underdetermined linear system. Gauss-Jordan elimination transforms a matrix to its reduced row-echelon form (RREF) [8] (e.g., Fig. 3 (3) ). The benefit of the RREF is that, given the first k unknown variables can be solved with the first k rows, once these k rows have been processed, the first k elements of the resulting vector on the right-hand side of the equations constitute the partial solution. Therefore, with Gauss-Jordan elimination, the decoding process can be progressive. The decoding process starts as soon as the first coded block has arrived, and decodes coded blocks as soon as they are decodable, when new coded blocks are accumulated. Thus, the data collecting server can stop collecting coded data once the partial decoded data fulfill the application requirement. For example, Fig. 3 shows the decoding matrix and its RREF after Gauss-Jordan elimination. From the RREF, we observe that the first three source blocks are partially decoded from the five coded blocks.
Decoding Performance
Under the strict priority model, it is natural to characterize the decoding performance of SLC and PLC by m 0 decoding constraints, in the form ðM i ; k i Þ, where 1 i m 0 , and the ith tuple refers to the constraint that given M i randomly accumulated coded blocks, on average, the first k i levels of source blocks can be decoded. It is apparent that the smaller M i is, the more severe node failures that the data in the first k i levels can survive.
We introduce the protocol parameters that can be controlled to achieve different decoding performance: priority distribution, which is defined as the percentage of the coded blocks of each level among all coded blocks. The priority distribution can be attained in a decentralized way by the protocols presented in Section 4. By adjusting the priority distribution, the coding schemes can achieve different decoding constraints. For example, if we increase the percentage of coded blocks in the first k i levels, the probability to accumulate such coded blocks is increased. Hence, we can fulfill more stringent decoding constraint ðM i ; k i Þ with a smaller M i . However, given that the total storage space in all nodes is fixed, the consequence is that the percentage of coded blocks from level k i þ 1 to n decreases such that the number of required randomly accumulated coded blocks to decode the source blocks in these levels will increase. Hence, the priority distribution must be carefully chosen in order to meet all decoding constraints.
We then derive the numerical relation between the priority distribution and the decoding constraints for SLC and PLC. With such numerical analysis, we can formulate different optimization problems to search for the feasible priority distribution for a particular set of decoding constraints. The notations used throughout this section are summarized in Table 1 .
Decoding Performance of SLC
We introduce the random variable X to denote the number of priority levels that can be decoded from M randomly accumulated coded blocks. The expected value of X is then
To compute (1), we derive PrðX ¼ kÞ. In SLC, each level corresponds to a RLC and is independent of other levels. That is, a i source blocks in level i can be decoded with high probability as long as the number of accumulated coded blocks in level i is larger than or equal to a i . 1 To decode exactly k levels of source blocks, we need two sets of conditions. First, the source blocks of the first k levels can be decoded. Second, the source blocks in level k þ 1 cannot be decoded. These conditions are summarized as the following events:
where D i is the number of coded blocks in level i. Therefore, we have PrðX
Let D denote the vector of ½D 1 ; . . . ; D kþ1 ; D kþ2;n , where D i;j is the number of coded blocks between level i and level j, i.e., P j k¼i D k . The sum of the elements in D should be the total number of the coded blocks M
Moreover, D kþ1 and D kþ2;n should meet the constraints
Since D is a partition of M, the probability that a given vector D appears is a function of D and the priority distribution P ¼ ½p 1 ; . . . ; p kþ1 ; P kþ2;n :
kþ1 P Dkþ2;n kþ2;n : ð5Þ
1. We assume a sufficiently large Galois field such as GFð2 8 Þ is used to generate coding coefficients. Let B denote the set of vectors satisfying the constraints (2), (3), and (4). The probability to decode k levels is
Then, we can compute the expected number of decoded levels in (1) . We use a similar efficient algorithm in [9] to compute (6) with a complexity of OðM 2 ðk þ 2Þ logðk þ 2ÞÞ by dynamic programming instead of simply enumerating the vectors in B, which has complexity OðM kþ1 Þ. We present the details of the efficient algorithm in Appendix A.
Decoding Performance of PLC
We again use X to denote the number of levels that can be decoded from M random coded blocks. Hence, the expected number of decoded levels EðXÞ can be computed by (1), by first deriving the probability to decode k levels of source blocks PrðX ¼ kÞ, which is the probability that there is an invertible b k Â b k submatrix W at the left of the decoding matrix and the elements in the submatrix at the right of W are all zero after row sorting on the decoding matrix as illustrated in Section 3.2. We then have the following.
Theorem 2. PLC decodes the source blocks in the first k levels if and only if events A 1 ; . . . ; A m all happen, where
where m is the maximal number of coded blocks that can be decoded from M coded blocks, i.e., arg max i fb i Mg, and b 0 ¼ 0. The proof of this theorem follows immediately from the following lemmas, whose proofs are given in Appendices B and C, respectively. Thus, the probability that PLC decodes k levels is
The detailed derivations of (8) is shown in Appendix D, where approximations are used to reduce computational complexity.
Designing Priority Distribution under Decoding Constraints
With the analytical result presented above, we formulate a numerical feasibility problem to design the priority distribution p 1 ; p 2 ; . . . ; p n under a given set of decoding constraints, defined in Section 3.3. The obtained feasibility region can be used to optimize the design of priority coding. Since the optimization objectives are application dependent, instead of limiting our analysis on any such particular objective, here we demonstrate the effectiveness of our general approach by the following feasibility formulation.
Let X Mi denote the random variable representing the number of levels that can be decoded from M i coded blocks. The priority distribution must satisfy the constraints
where EðX M i Þ, derived in (1), is a function of the priority distribution. In addition, we may impose a special constraint to ensure that the number of coded blocks to recover all source blocks is controlled within a reasonable range:
where N is the total number of source blocks, is a number greater than 1, and is a small positive number close to 0. This constraint guarantees that the number of coded blocks to recover all source blocks is smaller than N with high probability. Finally, the priority distribution must satisfy the following constraints according to the definition of probability:
We emphasize that the constraints defined in (9), (10), and (11) are fairly general. They can be a building block to combine with other constraints and optimization objectives to determine the priority distribution with a wide range of diverse goals.
DISTRIBUTED ENCODING ALGORITHMS
In this section, we describe a protocol to disseminate the source blocks and the distributed encoding algorithm to encode them in the network. Fig. 4b shows an example. Node 1 disseminates its source block x 1 to nodes 5, 6, and 7. Similarly, nodes 2, 3, and 4 disseminate their source blocks x 2 , x 3 , x 4 to a subset of nodes in the network. A node encodes all received source blocks to one or more coded blocks by random linear combination. For example, node 7 produces two coded block, 11x 1 and 6x 1 þ 5x 2 þ x 3 þ 7x 4 .
In a nutshell, the protocol should encode source blocks in a way such that the coded blocks constitute an erasure code with the priority coding distribution described in Section 3.4. We summarize the protocol requirements in more details. First, the protocol must satisfy the coding requirements imposed by SLC and PLC. For example, for SLC, the protocol must deliver different source blocks in the same level to the same set of caching nodes for encoding and storage. As an illustration, Fig. 4a shows that nodes 2 and 3 transmit x 2 and x 3 , the two source blocks in level 2, to the same node, node 6, to encode them together. Furthermore, the dissemination protocol needs to ensure the designed priority distribution for the coded blocks in the network. Second, the dissemination protocol should be efficient, due to the energy constraints in wireless sensor networks, or the bandwidth conservation requirements in P2P networks. The ideal protocol will disseminate a source block to a node only if the source block will be encoded with the coded blocks on that node.
For example, x 2 should be sent to only nodes 6 and 7 for encoding in Fig. 4b . Finally, the protocol should be implemented in a fully distributed way. Our protocol achieves these requirements by utilizing the characteristic of geometric networks (described in Section 2), and the sparse coding result from [2] .
To meet the coding requirement to encode source blocks generated from different locations together, all nodes should be aware of the same subset of nodes to cache coded blocks of the same priority level. Furthermore, this subset of nodes should be randomly distributed among all nodes to tolerate different failure patterns. To achieve these goals, in our protocol, all nodes memorize the same set of caching nodes. Then, the protocol selects the same random subsets from them to cache coded blocks in different priority levels. To memorize the same set of caching nodes without actually storing the addresses of all of them, all nodes are assigned with a common random seed such that each node can use this random seed to generate the same set of M random points in the geometric space. These random points are used to identify the nodes to cache the coded blocks. In particular, a random point corresponds to a coded block, and the node closest to the random point is used to cache the coded block corresponding to the random point. Hence, the source blocks produced in one time slot are encoded into M coded blocks in the network, and M is upper-bounded by the average total storage space allocated for the source blocks produced in one time slot in the network. In the following, we use random point and coded block interchangeably. In Figs. 4a and 4b , the dotted lines define the Vononoi diagram [10] of all nodes such that all points (coded blocks) in a polygon are cached on the node belong to that polygon. For example, the random points corresponding to coded blocks 11x 1 and 7x 4 , are cached on node 4 in Fig. 4a . Finally, the protocol disseminates all source blocks the nodes closest to the M random locations in the network by a geometric routing protocol (described in Section 2).
Upon receiving a new source block x, the node in charge of the random location will encode it with the coded block c in that location, with c ¼ c þ x, where is a coding coefficient randomly chosen from a Galois field. Fig. 4 illustrates the destinations of source blocks according to their priorities. Let p i denote the percentage of coded blocks in level i. For SLC, the coded blocks in a particular level are encoded from the source blocks in the same level. Hence, we divide the M random locations to n parts, where the ith part has Mp i locations and is used to store the coded blocks for the ith level. The source blocks in level i are only disseminated to the ith part of random locations. For PLC, the coded blocks in level i are encoded from the source blocks from level 1 to level i. Therefore, the source blocks in level i are only disseminated to the set of Mð P n j¼i p j Þ locations from the ith to the nth part of random locations. As an example, Fig. 4b shows that the source blocks in level 1 are disseminated to coded blocks in all priority levels, whereas the source blocks in level 2 are disseminated to the coded blocks in level 2 and level 3.
Since each node is in charge of a small area in the geometric space, multiple random locations may fall on the same node such that each node stores multiple coded blocks, and the number of coded blocks on each node is generally not equivalent because of different area sizes and randomness. It is well known that "the power of two choices" can be used to achieve load balance with the maximal load Âðln ln M= ln 2Þ [11] . The basic idea of "the power of two choices" is as follows: To find the node to cache a coded block, two uniformly random locations are generated first. Afterward, with a geometric routing protocol, the two nodes closest to the two random locations are located and the number of coded blocks already cached on them is obtained. The node with fewer coded blocks is then chosen to cache this coded block. To integrate this idea into our system, rather than using the original set of M random locations, we seek a different set of load-balanced M random locations. Without loss of generality, we consider the process to generate the ith random location in the load-balanced set. Two random locations are generated as the candidates to be the ith random location. After locating the two nodes nearest to these two random locations, the protocol uses the random location corresponding to the node with the least load as the ith random location in the load-balanced set.
In the above protocol, each source block is disseminated to all locations in its corresponding subset of the M random locations. Dimakis et al. [2] have shown that for RLC, with Oðln NÞ nonzero coding coefficients on each row, the decoding matrix can be inverted with high probability. This reduces the number of source blocks need to be disseminated from N locations to Oðln NÞ locations. Clearly, SLC enjoys such a result since it is essentially composed of n RLC. It is easy to see PLC also benefits from such a result, which is further confirmed by simulations in Section 5.4. The asymptotic result in [2] serves as a guideline. However, we would like to know the exact number of locations needed to disseminate a source block to, when implementing real systems. In the following, we compute i , referred to as density hereafter, the lower bound of the fraction of locations that a source block needs to be disseminated to among its corresponding random locations. Our computation is based on the following observation. In order to decode a source block x j in level i from any M i coded blocks, the data collecting server should accumulate at least a coded block encoded from x j .
Let q i denote the probability that the data collecting server collects a coded block encoded from source block x j when visiting a coded block. We first calculate q i in order to obtain i . It is easy to see that the server does not obtain a coded block encoded from x j with probability ð1 À q i Þ M i after visiting M i random locations. Hence, the server decodes the source block x j with a success probability 1 À ð1 À q i Þ M i . Finally, since we have N i source blocks in level i, the probability ð1 À ð1 À q i Þ M i Þ N i to decode all of them should be close to 1, given the fact that the dissemination of all N i source blocks are independent. Therefore, we have
where is a small positive number close to zero. By solving (12), we have the lower bound of q i . Next, we describe the relation between q i and i . We first notice that the M i coded blocks that the data collecting server collects may be any M i out of the M total number of coded blocks. However, a node may disseminate a source block to all M coded blocks. Hence, each copy of this source block has probability Mi M to be encoded into any coded block among the M i coded blocks the server visits. Furthermore, as discussed previously in this section, a source block in level i is only disseminated to P n j¼i p i fraction of random locations for PLC, 2 where n is the total number of priority levels. Therefore, we have
where q i is derived from (12).
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we validate our numerical analysis and study the decoding performance of SLC and PLC. In all experiments and numerical results, we measure the differentiated performance of our priority coding schemes in the decoding curves where the expected number of decoded priority levels are shown against the number of processed coded blocks. With an example feasibility problem, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our priority coding schemes. We also explore how much transmission cost can be saved by using a sparse decoding matrix and study the performance of our priority coding schemes under realistic settings with imperfect priority information.
To illustrate the communicational encoding cost of our coding schemes, we simulate them in a wireless network with 1,024 nodes in a square with size 17 Â 17 units. The radio range of all nodes is 1. The average number of neighbors of a node is 9.53516. Nodes are placed in a grid network with random perturbation. In particular, each node deviates from its grid location with a random distance of 0.3 along each axis. We implement greedy geographical routing algorithm to deliver a source block from the node generating this data fragment to a random location in network. In all simulations, where GFð2 8 Þ is used, we randomly generate a set of coded blocks according to the priority distribution and the encoding algorithms, and use the partial decoding algorithms to recover the maximal number of source blocks from the coded blocks. The number of coded blocks is varied in each experiment to observe the decoding curve. To mitigate randomness in simulations, we show, for each data point in all figures, the average and the 95 percent confidence intervals from 100 independent experiments.
Validating Numerical Analysis
For both SLC and PLC, we set the number of source blocks to 1,000 and the priority distribution to uniform. Two sets of experiments are executed with 5 and 50 levels and 200 and 20 source blocks in each level, respectively. Fig. 5a shows that our analysis for PLC agrees with the experiments when the number of levels is 5. On the other hand, Fig. 5b shows that our analysis deviates slightly from experiments when the number of priority is 50. The reason is that our approximation in Section 3.3 for PLC is related to the number of levels. In particular, the more priority levels, the less accurate the approximation is. Fig. 6 shows the analysis agrees with experiments very well for SLC.
2. This number is p i for the case of SLC. 
PLC Outperforms SLC
As we have shown in Theorem 1 of Section 3.1, PLC outperforms SLC under the strict priority model in terms of the number of coded blocks to recover the same set of source blocks. In this section, we run experiments to explore the performance gap between them with the following experimental parameters. The number of source blocks is 1,000. The number of levels is 10 and 50, and each level contains 100 and 20 source blocks, respectively. Fig. 7 shows that when the number of levels is 10, the decoding performance gap between SLC and PLC is modest. However, when the number of levels is 50, the performance gap between SLC and PLC is significant. Furthermore, the number of levels does not have much impact on the decoding performance of PLC, but do have significant impact on SLC. In particular, the more priority levels, the smaller amount of source blocks can be recovered by SLC with the same number of coded blocks. This is because if the number of levels is large, the source blocks in SLC are less mixed. In the extreme case where each level contains one source block, SLC degrades to the scheme of no coding. Hence, the "coupon collector" effect comes into play [12] , where recovering all N source blocks requires OðN ln NÞ coded blocks. On the other hand, even if each level contains one source block, PLC does still mix source blocks together and enjoy the coding advantage. In the following, we only show the results for PLC.
Differentiated Decoding
We proceed to show examples using the constrained feasibility framework introduced in Section 3.4 to find a priority distribution satisfying a given set of decoding constraints. Our experimental settings are as follows: 512 source blocks are divided to three levels with 50, 100, and 362 source blocks in each level. We perform the experiments for three different sets of decoding constraints, in the form of ðM i ; k i Þ in (9) , and are shown in the first column of Table 2 . For example, (130, 1) in the first row of Table 2 requires that the expected number of priority levels decoded from 130 coded blocks is 1. We further enforce the constraint (10) with ¼ 2 and ¼ 0:01 and (11) in all three sets of experiments. We solve the three numerical feasibility problems with Matlab, using uniform distribution as the initial searching point. Matlab terminates and produces a feasible solution which is the first solution it finds such that all constraints are satisfied. The priority distributions produced by the feasibility problem are shown in the last three columns in Table 2 . Fig. 8 shows the decoding curve for three priority distributions with the following observations. First, in comparison with RLC, which requires at least 512 coded blocks to decode any source block, PLC can decode the first level with only 130 coded blocks in "Case 1" and the second level with only 385 coded blocks in "Case 2." Second, all decoding curves satisfy their decoding constraints and the decoding of higher priority levels precedes lower priority levels. Finally, different decoding constraints produce significantly different decoding curves, which demonstrates the flexibility of our approach toward a diverse set of differentiated decoding requirements.
Since we are searching for one of the feasible solutions, the produced decoding curve may not exactly match the decoding constraints. For example, the decoding curve of "Case 3" climbs to level 2 with slightly more than 400 coded blocks, whereas the decoding constraint is to decode level 2 with 500 coded blocks. Moreover, it is possible that no feasible solutions are found given a set of decoding constraints. This implies the decoding constraints cannot be fulfilled.
Reducing Transmission Cost with Sparse Decoding Matrices
In this section, we investigate the communication cost of PLC. We use the same source blocks distribution as in Section 5.3, and the decoding constraints in the third row of Table 2 . By (13) with ¼ 0:01, we have the densities for the three priority levels: 0.1487, 0.0558, and 0.0263. We refer to the PLC with such densities as (0.1487, 0.0558, 0.0263)-sparse codes, and the original PLC as dense codes.
We conduct the experiments with the densities (0.0743, 0.0279, 0.0132) as well for comparison. Fig. 9 shows the results. In particular, the decoding curve of (0.1487, 0.0558, 0.0263)-sparse codes is almost the same as the dense codes. Hence, reducing code densities appropriately does not degrade the coding performance. On the other hand, (0.0743, 0.0279, 0.0132)-sparse codes deviate from the dense codes significantly and does not meet the decoding constraints. Therefore, the code densities computed from (13) are relatively tight. In the following, we omit the result of (0.0743, 0.0279, 0.0132)-sparse codes since it does not satisfy the coding requirement, and we simply refer to (0.1487, 0.0558, 0.0263)-sparse codes as sparse codes.
We next investigate the communication cost in constructing PLC using greedy geographic routing in wireless sensor networks. The network setup is described in details at the beginning of Section 5. We define the number of hop transmissions involved in disseminating one source block as the communication cost. Table 3 compares the communication cost between dense codes and sparse codes. As a benchmark, the communication cost to transmit a packet to all nodes by flooding is at least 1,024 since the total number of nodes in the network is 1,024. We observe that the average communication cost to deliver one source block in dense codes is much higher than flooding since the asymptotic cost is ÂðN ffiffiffiffi ffi N p Þ [2] . On the other hand, the average communication cost for the sparse codes is significantly lower than flooding as the cost is Âðlog N ffiffiffiffi ffi N p Þ [2] . Finally, we notice that the cost to disseminate source blocks in higher priority levels is higher than the cost in lower priority levels. This is because the source blocks in the higher levels need to be disseminated to more random locations. Furthermore, the code densities of higher priority levels are also higher.
Impact of Imprecise Priority Information
Up until now, all analysis and experiments assume precise knowledge of priority information. In this section, we explore how imprecise priority information affects the performance of our algorithms with two sets of experiments. We use the same experimental settings as the dense codes in Section 5.4 except for assuming that the network nodes use different sets of imprecise priority information to derive different priority distributions. The correct priority information is always 70, 140, and 490 source blocks for the three priority levels. However, the priority distribution is computed from different sets of priority information with an error of 10 source blocks as shown in Table 4 . We observe that the priority distributions derived from slightly imprecise priority information are similar to the priority distribution derived from precise information. This fact is further confirmed in Fig. 10 , where the decoding curves of the experiments with precise and imprecise information are shown to be similar.
RELATED WORK
In sensor networks, extensive research efforts have studied various distributed source coding schemes to save data transmissions by exploring the spatial and temporal data correlations such as in [13] . In contrast, our work along with recent research work in sensor networks [14] , [2] , [15] , [16] and distributed storage systems [17] , [18] , [19] belongs to distributed channel coding, which provides data redundancy such that original data can be efficiently recovered when data loss are common due to node failures. However, most existing distributed channel-coding schemes either recover all data or nothing. To cope with such coding disadvantage, Growth Codes [14] have been proposed to maximize partially recovered data on the sink in case not all data can be recovered in sensor networks. Growth Codes treat all data equivalently despite data may have different importance in many applications. Therefore, if it is used, unimportant data may be recovered at the expense of failing to recover important data. In contrast to Growth Codes, we encode data in different priorities such that important data always have higher opportunity to be recovered. Wang et al. [5] introduce a distributed source coding scheme to support partial decoding where partially decoded data from incomplete coded data are an approximation of the true data. The more coded data are collected and processed by the data-collecting server, the closer is the decoded data to the true data.
Network coding [20] , [21] and its distributed implementations utilizing RLCs [7] , [22] allow coding operations besides replication and forwarding on the intermediate nodes and achieve the maximal multicast capacity of a network. Chou et al. [22] consider priority encoding in network coding to achieve network multicast capacity, which is different from our problem. Chunked Codes [23] reduce the complexity of RLCs by partitioning message to "chunks" and utilizing precoding. Although SLC uses similar partitioning, we focus on partial decoding whereas they concentrate on reducing complexity. Furthermore, in Chunked Codes, all data have to be pre-encoded in the source node before dissemination, whereas in our work, data are encoded in different nodes in a decentralized way.
The research work on priority encoding of data has been considered for multimedia system, e.g., Priority Encoding Transmission (PET) in [24] . To the best of our knowledge, there is no known way to implement PET in a distributed way. Furthermore, we believe a naive implementation of PET under a distributed setting may incur much higher communication cost than our proposal due to the following reason. Each coded block in PET consists of the information of all priority levels. Hence, the data from any priority level are required to be disseminated to all nodes caching coded blocks. In contract, in our schemes, a coded block in most priority levels is not encoded from all priority levels but a part of them. Hence, a source block from one priority level need to be delivered to only the nodes with the subset of coded blocks where it is required for encoding. Therefore, our schemes incur much lower communication cost than a naively implemented PET system.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have introduced priority encoding under a distributed setting, where data are generated in different nodes and encoding operations are executed in a decentralized manner. The proposed priority RLCs can be applied to a wide range of autonomous networks, including P2P and sensor networks with node churn and failure, to partially recover data cached on the network nodes. Our study is based on extensive mathematical analysis and simulation experiments. We show that with our priority coding, important data can be recovered with much fewer coded blocks as compared with RLCs, hence they are more likely to survive under severe network instability. Furthermore, the proposed theoretical analysis provides insights into the fundamental tradeoffs in priority coding, leading to a flexible framework for optimal coding design based on application requirements.
APPENDIX A EFFICIENT COMPUTATION OF (6)
We compute
With such a definition, it is apparent that R N K ðq 1 ; . . . ; q K Þ ¼ T K;N;1 , and (6) is equivalent to T K;M;1 .
Then, it is easy to verify that we have the following recursive form to compute T K;N;i :
where
, and the constraints of h i ! a i and h KÀ1 a KÀ1 À 1 in (14) will be integrated later when computing the initial values.
Next, we present the dynamic-programming algorithm to efficiently compute T K;M;1 , utilizing (16) . The initial values are computed from (15) with the constraints h i ! a i and h KÀ1 a KÀ1 . For N ¼ 0; . . . ; M, we have
Furthermore, we have T 1;N;K ¼ 1 for all N. Afterward, we build a table for dynamic programming with a standard doubling trick, utilizing (16) . We have
for j ¼ 1; . . . ; blogðKÞc, N ¼ 0; . . . ; M, and i ¼ 1; 1 þ 2 j ; . . . ; 1 þ 2 j ðl À 1Þ, where l ¼ bK=2 j c. Finally, we compute T K;M;1 based on the table built by (17) , (18) , and (19) . We decompose K as the sum of the powers of 2:
where x i is either 0 or 1. Let X j represent the sum of the first j items in (20) . The initial values T X 1 ;N;1 are
and are given in the table built by (17), (18), and (19).
Then, T Xj;N;1 are computed as follows:
w h e r e N 2 ¼ N À N 1 , a n d f o r j ¼ 2; . . . ; blogðKÞc. T 2 X j ÀX jÀ1 ;N2;XjÀ1þ1 are given in table built by (19) . It is easy to see the complexity of the above algorithm is determined by the four levels of loops (on variables N 1 , j, N, and i 1 ) in building the table for dynamic programming in (19) . Therefore, the computational complexity of T K;M;1 (i.e., (6)) is OðM 2 K logðKÞÞ.
APPENDIX B PROOF OF LEMMA 3
We introduce two notations to facilitate the proofs of Lemma 3 here and Lemma 4 in Appendix C. First, let M i;j denote the submatrix of the decoding matrix with rows corresponding to the coded blocks between level i and level j and columns corresponding to the source blocks between level i and level j. Hence, I i;j is a submatrix of M i;j and both M i;j and I i;j have width b j À b iÀ1 , assuming b 0 ¼ 0. Furthermore, it is easy to see that the elements of the submatrix at the right of M i;j is always zero. Therefore, as long as there are b k linearly independent rows in M 1;k , we can decode the source blocks in the first k levels. We show the detailed proof of Lemma 3 in the following. There are two types of linearly independent rows in M 1;k besides the b k À b 1 linearly independent rows expanded from I 2;k with the first b 1 columns. First, the additional linearly independent rows may come from the coded blocks in level 1. Note that any b 1 rows from the coded blocks in level 1 can be the linearly independent rows in M 1;k . Second, the additional linearly independent rows may be expanded from the rows in M 2;k but not in I 2;k . The number of the ith level rows in I 2;k is smaller than b i À b 1 , since otherwise these rows are linearly dependent in I 2;k , contradicting with the assumption that any subset of rows in I 2;k are linearly independent. Hence, any b 1 rows in level i expanded from the rows in M 2;k but not in I 2;k can be linearly independent rows in M 1;k . Therefore, it is easy to find the additional b 1 linearly independent rows in Conversely, since none of the source blocks from level k þ 1 to level m À 1 are decoded, events A kþ1 ; A kþ2 ; . . . ; A mÀ1 happen by the induction hypothesis. We need to show that A m happens. We claim the rows in the submatrix M kþ1;m are linearly independent, given none of source blocks from level k þ 1 to level m can be decoded. This claim can be proved by induction as well. If the coded blocks in level k þ 1 cannot be decoded, the number of rows in M kþ1;kþ1 is less than the number of columns, and the rows are linearly independent with high probability, since M kþ1;kþ1 is in the form of a RLC decoding matrix (all coding coefficients are nonzero). Assume that the rows in M kþ1;mÀ1 are linearly independent, we need to prove that the rows in M kþ1;m are also linearly independent. Following the above hypothesis, any rows in M kþ1;m expanded from M kþ1;mÀ1 are linearly independent, given all rows in M kþ1;mÀ1 are linearly independent. Furthermore, they are independent from all rows in level m because they have less nonzero elements than any rows in level m. In this appendix, we show the detailed derivation of PrðX ¼ kÞ in (8) . This probability can be expanded as follows by the chain rule:
Hence, we derive PrðX ¼ kÞ in (24) 
To simply notations, we use Bðn; k; pÞ to denote the binomial term
Since the number of level-k coded blocks in the M coded blocks conforms to the binomial distribution, we have
BðM; z; p k Þ: ð26Þ
C i and C i;z partition A i as follows:
By the law of total probability on the conditional space of event A i \ W i , we have
since C i and C i;z are subsets of A i . We derive the unknown elements in (28). First, we have
Second, A iÀ1 and W i are conditionally independent given C i;z . This is because given the number of coded blocks from level i to level k, the number of coded blocks from level i À 1 to level k is independent of the number of coded blocks from level j to level k, where j > i. Hence, we have
where the second and the third equalities follow from the definition of A iÀ1 , C i;z , and D i;j . The fourth equality holds because given the number of coded blocks from level i to level k is z, the number of coded blocks in level i À 1 in the remaining M À z coded blocks is a binomial distribution where the probability to choose a coded block in level i À 1 is p iÀ1 1ÀPi;k . Third, we derive PrðC i;z \ W i jA i \ W i Þ. We show that the exact derivation of this probability involves recursion and is computationally extremely complex. Hence, we give an approximated derivation. We start with the exact derivation as follows:
since C i;z & A i . PrðA i \ W i Þ can be calculated using intermediately computed result as follows:
where PrðA k Þ and PrðA l j \ k j¼lþ1 A j Þ, l ¼ i; . . . ; k À 1, are derived prior to PrðA i \ W i Þ in (26) and (28). PrðC i;z \ W i Þ in (31) can be computed as follows:
where computing Prð\ k j¼iþ1 A j jD i;k ¼ zÞ is the same problem as computing (25), although the former is defined on the conditional space on event fD i;k ¼ zg. Hence, we can use the same method in deriving (25) to derive Prð\ k j¼iþ1 A j jD i;k ¼ zÞ. However, since the computation of this probability is encountered for each z and recursively, the computational cost of (25) is too high by this method. Hence, we give the approximated derivation for PrðC i;z \ W i jA i \ W i Þ as follows:
where the first equality follows since C i;z & A i and the second and third equalities follow from the definition of D i;j . The approximation in (34) is reasonable since W i ¼ \ k j¼iþ1 A j has much smaller impact to PrðC i;z \ W i jA i \ W i Þ than C i;z and A i . However, if k grows larger, the approximation becomes less accurate. We verify that such approximation is sufficiently accurate with simulations in Section 5.1.
Finally, we have 
First, we derive PrðA m jHÞ. We define
C 1 and C 1;z partition A 1 as follows:
Let W 1 denote \ k i¼2 A i , by the law of total probability on the conditional space of event
since C 1 and C 1;z are subsets of A 1 .
We proceed to derive the unknown elements in (38). 
Second, A m and W 1 are conditionally independent given C 1;z . This is because given the number of coded blocks from level 1 to level k, the number of coded blocks from k þ 1 to m is independent of the number of coded blocks from level i to level k, where i > 1. Hence, we have
where the second equality follows from the definition of A m and C 1;z , the third equality holds because given the number of coded blocks from level 1 to level k is z, the number of coded blocks from level k þ 1 to level m in the remaining M À z coded blocks is a binomial distribution where the probability to choose a coded block in level k þ 1 to level m is Pkþ1;m 1ÀP1;k . Third, similar to (34), we have the approximated derivation of PrðC 1;z \ W 1 jA 1 \ W 1 Þ in order to avoid the infeasible computation of exact derivation:
where the first equality holds since C 1;z & A 1 and the second and third equalities follow from the definition of D i;j . Finally, we have
since C 1 and C 1;z partition A 1 . By substituting (39), (40), (41), and (42) to (38), we derive the probability PrðA m jHÞ.
We proceed to derive the probability PrðA iÀ1 j \ 
Second, A iÀ1 and W i are conditionally independent given C i;z . This is because given the number of coded blocks from level k þ 1 to level i, the number of coded blocks from k þ 1 to i À 1 is independent of the number of coded blocks from level 1 to level k and from level k þ 1 to level j, where j > i. Hence, we have 
where the second and third equalities follow from the definition of A iÀ1 and C 1;z , the fourth equality holds because given the number of coded blocks from level k þ 1 to level i is z, the number of coded blocks in level i in these z coded blocks is a binomial distribution where the probability to choose a coded block in level i is (24) .
Due to the approximations in (34), (41), and (47), the sum of PrðX ¼ kÞ, where k ¼ 0; 1; . . . ; m, derived in this appendix is less than 1. Therefore, we normalize these probabilities such that their sum equals 1. . For more information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at www.computer.org/publications/dlib.
